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Arrays, arrays and more arrays: part 2
Love them or loathe them, you and VBA need them! By Mike Mee.

Introduction
The previous article on this topic covered the 
“basics” of using arrays in your VBA code.

As you discovered if you played around with 
my single and multi-dimension examples in the 
previous article, once you get the hang of using 
them and their sometimes “odd” way of using 
them compared to normal variables, they end 
up being a blessing rather than a curse.

In this follow-up article, I’ll take you 
through more examples of the usage of 
multi-dimensional arrays. The code examples 
will show you how to take your VBA arrays 
code up a notch and store much, much more 
information than before.

The Table Inspector
As it would not be one of my articles without 
me leaning on / referring to / plugging my Word 
Toolbox, it will come as no surprise that I will 
be doing so in this one too.

This time, I will be using my Table Inspector 
function as the basis for this article: see Figure 1.

The Table Inspector will, as the name 
suggests, go through the current Word 
document and examine every single one of your 
tables1 and then display their properties.

You can then use the functions within to fix, 
change the style, add/remove the heading row, 
or just delete one of them, or throw caution to 
the wind and remove them all!

Time for some array code
Reading in the properties of the majority (see 
Figure 1) of your tables in a document is easily 
done using a simple multi-dimensional array. 
You have one element that handles the table’s 
number, which VBA then uses for any future 
operations.

The rest of the elements are used to hold 
the various properties of each table within the 
document. The code will loop through each table 

in your document and extract the properties 
that we are interested in examining and, 
afterwards, it is possible to tweak each table.

The properties we could examine are:
 � The number of cells (as rows and/or columns)
 � The status of the table (uniform or not)
 � The status of the heading row’s repetition
 � The table style that is in use (out of the 250+ 
available) and a range of other odds and sods.

And now for the VBA
The following code is a copy and paste from 
the Table Inspector, but only the main loop that 
examines the properties of the tables in the 
current document.

Above all, don’t panic! Yes, it looks like a lot 
of code, and there may be bits of VBA in there 
that I have not covered yet, but that is all part 
of the learning curve.

I will describe the flow of the code after you 
have reached for the anti-dizzy pills. 

The breakdown, part 1: variables/counters
As with all of my code examples, the variables 
are the first thing to be set up. This includes the 
dynamic array – arrTabs. It is a dynamic array 
because you do not have a crystal ball built into 
your copy of Word, so will not know how many 
tables there are in each document.

This is handled by looking at the 
ActiveDocument.Tables.Count command. 
Although to try and get it to appear neater 
within these pages, I have split it into a With / 
End With outline.

The count of the tables is now stored in 
lngTotTabs, the code does a quick check to 
make sure that this does not equal zero: if there 
are no tables, why run the rest of the code? 
However, in our mythical document, it has lots 
of tables and so the count is not set to zero.

The total number of tables allows the code 
to populate the array (arrTabs) with the same 
number of entries. With each table entry there 
are now nine separate elements that can store the 
information we want to know about each table.

The next part of the code breakdown covers the 
main loop as it goes through every table found.

The breakdown, part 2: the loop
This code only uses one loop, and some tricks 
that I have previously explained to ensure that 
there are less than the usual number of lines of 
VBA code.

This includes several occurrences of the IIf 
command to save repeating a lot of If.. Then.. 
End If combinations.Figure 1. Project creation dialog

1 The only thing the Inspector 

can’t do is to read in the 

properties of tables stored in the 

header or footer. This is possible 

to do, and I managed it once 

back in the day, but it was a tad 

untidy to use, so I scrapped the 

option. One day I will get around 

to putting it back in…
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Option Base 1 ‘ arrays to start at 1

‘ ** Inspect all Tables in document **
Private Sub LookAtTables()
‘ Define variables
Dim arrTabs() As String
Dim lngTable As Long
Dim lngTotTabs As Long
Dim strTabAutoFit As String
Dim strHRowsR As String
Dim strTabUni As String
Dim lngRowsCnt As Long
Dim lngColsCnt As Long

‘ Get total number of tables
With ActiveDocument
lngTotTabs =.Tables.Count
End With

‘ Only extract info about the tables if there are some.
If lngTotTabs <> 0 Then

‘ Restate array with tables count
ReDim arrTabs(lngTotTabs, 9)

For lngTable = 1 To lngTotTabs
With ActiveDocument.Tables(lngTable)

‘ Does this table repeat its first row headings?
If .Uniform = True Then
  strTabUni = “Y”  
  strHRowsR = IIf(.Rows(1).HeadingFormat = True, “Y”, “N”)
Else
  strTabUni = “N”
  strHRowsR = “N/A”
End If

‘ Examine table’s preferred width
Select Case .PreferredWidth
Case Is < 100
   strTabAutoFit = “Con” ‘ Fit to Contents?

Case Is >= 100
   strTabAutoFit = “Win” ‘ Fit to Window?

Case Else
   strTabAutoFit = “Fix” ‘ Fixed
End Select

lngRowsCnt = .Rows.Count
lngColsCnt = .Columns.Count

‘ Store properties into array
arrTabs(lngTable, 1) = lngTable
arrTabs(lngTable, 2) = strTabUni
arrTabs(lngTable, 3) = strTabAutoFit
arrTabs(lngTable, 4) = strHRowsR
arrTabs(lngTable, 5) = lngRowsCnt
arrTabs(lngTable, 6) = lngColsCnt
arrTabs(lngTable, 7) = IIf(.AllowAutoFit = True, “Y”, “N”)
arrTabs(lngTable, 8) = IIf(.Rows.WrapAroundText = True, “Y”, “N”)
arrTabs(lngTable, 9) = IIf(.Borders.Enable = True, “Y”, “N”)

End With

‘ Do the same for the next table
Next lngTable

‘ No tables found / all tables done?
End If

End Sub
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The initial With ActiveDocuments.
Tables(lngTable) command also allows some 
code ‘beautifying’ as the code just needs to 
refer to the direct properties of each table 
without having to put the above prefix in front 
of every command.

Initially, the first chunk of the VBA code checks:
 � strTabUni. If the table is uniform (does not 
have any merged cells). If it is a uniform table, 
the status of the Heading Row Repeat is also 
checked and added to the array.

 � strTabAutoFit. The PreferredWidth status: if 
it is less than 100%, then it is set to fit to the 
contents of the table, if it’s above 100%, then 
it’s set to fit to the window. If it is set to be 
fixed, then it is, naturally, a fixed-width table.

The next nine lines of code assign particular 
results of the properties to the array, including:
 � lngTable. The table’s number (as in from the 
start of the document).

 � strTabUni. The uniform (or not) status 
previously checked

 � strHRowsR. The associated Heading Row 
Repeat status.

 � lngRowsCnt. The number of rows in the table.
 � lngColsCnt. The number of columns in the 
table.

 � Using the IIf command for the next three 
items, the code examines the AutoFit, Wrap 
Around Text and whether or not the borders 
are on/off.

The breakdown, part 3: the result
When the code is finished with the tables, all of 
the information extracted is contained within 
the multi-dimensional array, arrTabs.

What you do with this information is up to 
you: you can display it either via a series of 
message boxes (not very pretty) or into the 
Immediate window by way of some Debug.Print 
commands.

However, the challenge for you is that it is up 
to *you* to design a simple form.

A text box on a form, along with a command 
button enabling the user to refresh the display 
would suffice.

Next time
Why am I torturing you like this? If truth be 
told, it is because I ran out of time to write a 
more in-depth article! 

No excuses. The (enforced) two-week break at 
Xmas and New Year meant that me and t’other 
half, went on a mini-European tour to three 
different cities. Then, on our return, there was 
all the family gubbins to do. Although using a 
certain social media platform’s video dial option 
allowed us to get some Brownie points in on 
Xmas Day as we called up from Paris!

So, as a result, the next article will cover the 
use of list boxes on a form and to show you the 
difference between how they, and a simple text 

box compare. Both will work with the data your 
code provides, but in different ways.

Down on the farm …
After the Xmas break, it was back to business 
with my weekly commute and living on the 
dairy farm.

Other than helping the B & B with their 
website updates/changes, the farmer’s “cow 
app” (for more info, see the previous article 
about this app!) seems to be working OK and 
the farmer is back in control of his herd.

There was, however, one query just before 
Xmas, which was due to an app update. The new 
version of the app was displaying three check 
boxes. If you selected one, you couldn’t select any 
others and you seemed to be stuck on this screen.

After a bit of digging around the Android 
phone’s task list, it showed that the app was 
launching a browser page for each check box, 
but only in the background. You had to view 
the page in the browser, scroll to the bottom of 
the page and check yet another box to accept 
this particular term / condition. The user would 
then return to the app, via the task list again, 
select the next check box and ‘rinse and repeat’ 
to get the app working as per usual.

It struck me that this was originally designed 
as if it would be run on a desktop machine with 
an Internet browser. It certainly doesn’t work 
quite the same on a smartphone.

Your average smartphone user probably, like 
the farmer, wouldn’t know about task switching 
between apps and browser windows at all.

Not the best app design I have seen, but a 
solution was found in the end. C
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